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ABSTRACT 

Science and technology impact most aspects of modern daily life. It is therefore important to 

create a scientifically literate society. Since the majority of Americans do not take college-level 

science courses, strong K-12 science education is essential.  At the K-5 level, however, many 

teachers lack the time, resources and background for effective science teaching.  Elementary 

teachers and students may benefit from scientist-led outreach programs created by Cooperative 

Extension or other institutions.  One example is the University of Arizona Insect Discovery 

Program, which provides short-duration programing that uses insects to support science content 

learning, teach critical thinking and spark interest in science.  We conducted evaluations of the 

Insect Discovery programming to determine whether the activities offered were accomplishing 

program goals. Pre-post tests, post program questionnaires for teachers, and novel assessments of 

children’s drawings were used as assessment tools. Assessments were complicated by the short 

duration of the program interactions with the children as well as their limited literacy.  In spite of 

these difficulties, results of the pre-post tests indicated a significant impact on content knowledge 

and critical thinking skills. Based on post-program teacher questionnaires, positive impacts on 

interest in science learning were noted as much as a month after the children participated in the 

program.  New programming and resources developed to widen the potential for impact are also 

described.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Children have an innate interest in the natural world, including insects. Their infectious 

enthusiasm is reflected in the high number of requests for entomological outreach in schools, 

festivals, and science nights. This demand creates an exciting opportunity for entomologists to 

connect with their community. Insects can also be effective tools for teaching science and 

engaging young children in science learning.  Unfortunately, the interest in science in general 

and insects in particular seems to disappear.  Generally, adults view most invertebrates with 

disgust, fear, and/or dislike (Kellert 1993). However, Kellert also found that education reduced 

these unfavorable emotions and attitudes toward invertebrates. Entomological outreach to young 

children may be a valuable tool to connect them to nature and science before they develop 

typical adult biases or lose interest in science. 

 

Effective K-12 education is increasingly important as society becomes more enveloped in 

technology. A scientifically literate populace is important to many civic issues currently facing 

our nation as well as those of the future. If the public is unable to weigh in on these topics in an 

educated fashion we stand to lose audiences that are vital to the development and implementation 

of important scientifically based legislative and political issues (Miller 2012). As technologies 

evolve and enter every facet of daily life through industry, services, and even food production 

the responsibilities of the public to understand science become relevant in choices at the corner 

store or in daily business dealings (Miller 2000).   

 

Unfortunately, many K-12 students in the United States are not developing science literacy. As 

reported by the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), the scientific literacy 

scores of 15 year-old male students in the United States have steadily declined since 2009, 

finally dropping below the international mean in 2011. Scores for 15 year-old female students 

have slowly increased since 2009 but have remained below the international mean (OECD 

2016). The lack of quality science instruction in classrooms starting in kindergarten up through 

high school (K-12) has been of concern for researchers and documented by standardized 

assessment tests such as AIMS, and PISA (Druger & Allen 1998, Harle 2001, Hurd 1998, 

Laursen et al. 2007).  This problem arises in some part due to the fact that many teachers, even 

those with STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) backgrounds, have 

insufficient experience and confidence in these fields to properly instruct and guide their students 

(Harle 2001, Murphy 2003). Wieman (2012) questioned the mode by which science education is 

occurring claiming that it has not stayed in step with current understand of how learning is 

facilitated in young minds, thus generating less interest in the topic then was present in previous 

generations.  Hurd (1998) described a “lived curriculum” that brings science to life and makes it 

relevant to students. 

 “Most science curricula found in schools today are descriptive, focused on the laws, 

 theories, and concepts of presumably discrete disciplines. In contrast, the lived 

 curriculum is where students have a feeling that they are involved in their own 

 development and recognize that they can use what they learn. This venture in science 

 curriculum development recognizes the socialization of science and its relevance to how 

 science impacts our culture, our lives, and the course of our democracy.” 

 

Science education at the K-5 level is particularly challenging, as many teachers do not have the 

time, resources or background to provide effective teaching of the subject.  Ironically, students in 
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these grades are the most interested in learning science.  Murphy and Beggs (2003) found that 

students are most receptive and interested in science at young ages. By the time they turn 10 

years old, interest in classroom science has declined significantly and continues to plunge as the 

children grow older and advance in school.  Murphy et al. (2003 & 2004) report that this 

declining interest can be addressed through involvement in a program that they developed which 

has university science students collaboratively instructing with teachers over several months. 

 

This clearly identifies a need for additional support for science education. Scientists are a natural 

population of experts that have the ability to contribute to science literacy in K-12 classrooms. 

Through Cooperative Extension and other institutions, university scientists may support K-12 

science education through outreach programs.  Such programs can take many forms, but many 

involve fairly short-term interactions with K-12 students and/or teachers. At The University of 

Arizona alone there are at least 12 short-term programs that have a science focus aimed at 

elementary students (UA STEM Learning Center).  

 

The goals of these outreach programs are typically to excite students about the topic, dispel 

misconceptions, provide relevant content, encourage students to pursue further education or 

employment in the field, and promote scientific literacy. Many researchers have explored the 

student perceptions of scientists through what is known as the Draw a Scientist-Test (Chambers 

1983, Finson 2002, Newton & Newton 1992). In these tests the results generally show that 

subjects think of scientists as white men in white lab coats. Research has also shown that 

perceptions of who scientists are can be altered after receiving a visit from a female scientist or 

learning of influential female scientists (Finson 2002). Other learning objectives are more 

difficult to assess and there is far less published research addressing them. 

 

Arizona Science Teaching Standards (Table 1) lay out what students are required to learn at 

various stages in their progression through school. These standards are uniform from 1
st
 grade 

through 3
rd

 grade. Grades beyond 4
th

 grade maintain the first three strands almost in their entirety 

but subsequent strands change more dramatically as grade level increases beyond 4
th

 grade into 

high school. All strands were included as a point of reference. 
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Beyond the goal of supporting student learning of established science standards, these outreach 

programs often have the goal of influencing students to pursue science more deeply through 

higher education, work, or personal interest. Lasting learning impacts of short-term outreach 

experiences are difficult to assess. However, Price & Hein (1991) found that short duration, one-

time visits to museums can positively impact a student’s perception, excitement and 

understanding of a subject. Assumes that students with more interest, knowledge, and 

enthusiasm for a topic will be more likely to pursue their new found personal interest in some 

form. Equally important, teachers benefited from these presentations through an increased 

understanding of a topic or simply felt supported in the work they are doing. In the case of 

programs such as where a scientist visits a classroom; students and presenters report positive 

impacts for themselves and others involved (Laursen et al. 2007, Rao et al. 2007). Both Laursen 

et al. (2007) and Price & Hein (1991) reported that the teachers whose students participated in an 

outreach program of some kind benefited positively. Teachers self-reported that confidence, 

pedagogy and experience were also positively affected by the respective outreach program.  

 

 

 

Strand 1: Inquiry Process 

 Concept 1: Observations, Questions, and Hypotheses 

 Concept 2: Scientific Testing (Investigating and Modeling) 

 Concept 3: Analysis and Conclusions 

 Concept 4: Communication 

Strand 2: History and Nature of Science 

 Concept 1: History of Science as a Human Endeavor 

 Concept 2: Nature of Scientific Knowledge 

Strand 3: Science in Personal and Social Perspectives 

 Concept 1: Changes in Environments 

 Concept 2: Science and Technology in Society 

Strand 4: Life Science 

 Concept 1: Characteristics of Organisms 

 Concept 2: Life Cycles 

 Concept 3: Organisms and Environments 

 Concept 4: Diversity, Adaptation, and Behavior 

Strand 5: Physical Science 

 Concept 1: Properties of Objects and Materials 

 Concept 2: Position and Motion of Objects 

 Concept 3: Energy and Magnetism 

Strand 6: Earth and Space Science 

 Concept 1: Properties of Earth Materials 

 Concept 2: Objects in the Sky (K-3) 

 Concept 2: Earth’s Processes and Systems (grade 4) 

 Concept 3: Changes in the Earth and Sky 

 

Table 1: Arizona Science Teaching Standards (http://www.azed.gov/standards-

practices/academic-standards/science-standard/) 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Tucson Unified School District (TUSD) is a large, urban school district that serves a 

demographically diverse urban population. In an effort to strengthen effective science education 

at early grade, in 1993 TUSD adopted the Full-Option Science System (FOSS) active-learning 

science curriculum for grades K-8 developed by the Lawrence Hall of Science.  The FOSS 

curriculum includes three kits for each grade level, and each kit includes materials, background 

information and lesson plans for hands-on science inquiry that supports national science 

education standards.  The TUSD Science Resource Center serves 60,000 students every year 

through its FOSS Kits. Though these kits are sent to all TUSD K-8 teachers, but use of the kits 

varies between teachers (TUSD Science Coordinator, personal communication). The Life 

Science FOSS kit for 2
nd

 graders is insects.  The kits contain lesson plans and resources for 

teachers to aid their instruction of things like insect metamorphosis using meal worms. 

 

The Insect Discovery program started in 2005 in response to TUSD teacher requests. Based on 

students’ enthusiastic response to the insect FOSS kits, teachers wanted more resources to build 

on this interest.  Insect Discovery was created and has since developed many resources available 

that help in the delivery, and its ability to offer insect themed activities in the Tucson area.  

  

 
Figure 1: Logic Model of Insect Discovery Program 

Resources 

•Entomology Program at the University of Arizona 

•Expertise from graduate students and University faculty 

•Local Natural Resources. The Tucson area is a biodiversity hotspot 

•Flandrau Science Center and Planetarium 

•Elementary Teachers 

Activities 

•Workshops (Decomposers, Diversity, Adaptation, Life Cycles, Cricket feeding 
Experiment) 

•School Visits (Compare milipede and cockroach, Insect Diversity, Observational 
Drawing) 

•Outreach (introduce general public to decomposers, entomology, and other 
common arthropods) 

Outputs 

•Approx. 3000 students per year and their teachers through the workshops and 
classroom visits 

•Online access to identification resources 

•Lesson plans available on-line 

Outcomes 

•Student content knowledge 

•More science engagement 

•Increased teacher confidence and knowledge 

•Undergraduate student education 

•Science litteracy 
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Insect Discovery is a University of Arizona Cooperative Extension STEM program for K-12 

students, with a special focus on early elementary grades.  The program is designed to stimulate 

students’ interest and teach basic science concepts through hands-on activities using live and 

preserved insects. The program supports the Arizona Science Teaching standards and is designed 

to supplement/support curriculum taught in Tucson classrooms and available in the Foss Kits. 

Through workshops and classroom visits, the program serves over 3,000 students in Pima 

County annually. TUSD comprises the largest portion of Tucson schools and Insect Discovery’s 

visits, but it is not the only school district supported by the program. 

 

Program Goals and Objectives: 

• Spark an early interest and engagement in science learning 

• Support learning of science standards 

• Encourage K-5 students to develop observations, critical thinking and problem solving 

 skills to formulate questions and test hypotheses. 

• Instill an appreciation for the amazing and important insect fauna of Arizona. 

• Introduce K-5 students to the University of Arizona 

• Provide an engaged learning experience for UA students 

  

There are two major components of the program that take place during different semesters. 

During fall semesters, a graduate student is employed to provide “Entomologist in the 

Classroom” visits to local schools. The entomologist visits classrooms across Tucson and some 

of the outlying areas, and also participates in family science nights and other community events. 

Each classroom receives a 60-minute visit during which students participate in three hands-on 

activities designed to explore the concept of diversity.  As the staff entomologist in fall 2015, I 

visited 91 classrooms and contributed to 5 science events.  In the spring semester, a smaller 

number of classrooms are visited, usually as a follow-up to class attendance at an on-campus 

workshop.   

 

Description of the Three Classroom Visit Activities: 

1. Introduction – What is an insect? 

 Materials – hissing cockroaches (male and female), millipede (or two) 

 Learning Goals – students will become excited and curious about insects, learn to 

articulate the features that distinguishes insects from other animals (like millipedes), 

develop observation skills 

 Activity – Verbally review the characters of insects, then show the roaches.  Walk around 

the classroom allowing students to examine and touch (but not hold) the roaches.  Ask 

students to distinguish features of males and females.  Then introduce the millipede and 

ask students to decide whether it is an insect.  Again, walk around the classroom allowing 

students to examine and touch (but not hold) the millipede (who will probably poop 

copiously all over you).  

 Learning Assessment – Ask students to compare the roaches and millipedes and decide 

what characters distinguish insects from other animals. 

 

2. Diversity Activity 

 Materials – 5 or 6 display boxes of pinned insects maybe with Private Eye lenses. 
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 Learning Goals – students will appreciate the great diversity of insects, connect 

specimens in the box to live insects they have seen outside, develop a simple 

understanding of the species concept, develop observation skills 

 Activity – Hold up a box to the class and briefly explain what it contains (e.g. these are 

all real insects, they are all dead, we didn’t kill them by impaling them on pins, etc.).  

Break the students up into small groups based on the number of boxes you have.  Give 

each group a box to examine (lid stays closed!).  Encourage the kids to figure out which 

they have seen before and where.  Point out that each box has two (and only two) that are 

exactly the same species.  Can they find it?  Rotate the boxes every few minutes but don’t 

worry if every group doesn’t see every box. 

 Learning Assessment – Ask students how many different insects they imagine there are 

in the world. 

 

3. Ladybug Activity 

 Materials – about 28 live ladybugs, each in an individual plastic viewing box 

 Learning Goals – students will strengthen observation and communication skills, 

understand that individual insects exhibit variation just like humans do. 

 Activity – Explain to the students that they are ladybug scientists and will each receive a 

ladybug to examine and draw.  Remind them that a scientific drawing should be exactly 

what they see, not what they imagine.  Their drawings should show the shape of the 

body, the number of legs, the correct number of spots and any other markings they 

observe.  Ask different students how many spots their ladybug had.  Optional – Make a 

histogram of the frequency of different spot numbers.  

 Learning Assessment – Before the activity, ask students if all ladybugs are the same.  Ask 

this question again after the activity.   

 

During the Spring semesters, Insect Discovery offers workshops (essentially field trips for 1st 

through 3rd grade classes) are held at the Flandrau Planetarium and Science Center located on 

the University of Arizona campus. The elementary classes that come to the workshop are split 

into four smaller groups, which rotate through four activity stations. There are a limited number 

of workshops each year and they fill up quickly. The workshops are staffed by UA students who 

are enrolled for 3 credits in ENTO 407 – Insect Discovery.  The university course draws in 

students from a variety of majors such as Agricultural Education, Molecular and Cell Biology, 

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and Physiology.  I served as the Graduate Teaching Assistant 

for ENTO 407 in spring 2016.  

 

Description of the Four Workshop Stations: 

The full lesson plan for each activity is included in Appendix A.   

 

Butterfly and Lifecycles Station  

This station involves two activities that explore insect lifecycles.  In the first activity, 

children review the two types of metamorphosis (main content of 2
nd

 grade life science 

curriculum).  In the second activity, they enter a small enclosure with live adult Queen 

Butterflies inside. This activity is far and away the favorite of the children and teachers.  

Cricket Feeding Experiment Station  
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The cricket experiment introduces the children to scientific experimentation and teaches 

them to trust their own powers of observation and reasoning. This activity sets the 

children on a guided exploration of what crickets prefer to eat and how to best determine 

this through a scientific process. They make a bar graph to illustrate their findings and 

interpret the results.  

Adaptation Station  

The activity explores the concepts of adaptation and natural selection. This station 

involves scorpions, vinegaroons, Blue Death-feigning Beetles, and water bugs. Students 

have the chance to observe them and even hold some of them while discussing their 

adaptations for survival. The children also play a game with M&Ms that demonstrates 

how natural selection could lead to camouflage adaptations.    

Decomposer Station  

This activity is an introduction to the important role of decomposers. Children observe 

and hold Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches, leading to the question “what do cockroaches 

do in the world?” Children then explore other decomposers at work in a box of compost.  

The interactions that the children have at this station seem to really endear  them to these 

wonderful animals.  
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EVALUATION OF IMPACTS OF EXISTING PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

We explored the effectiveness and feasibility of several evaluation tools to assess the impact of 

Insect Discovery’s program of short-duration outreach events, including classroom visits and 

workshop activities. IRB approval is required for research on human subjects, but is not needed 

for program evaluation. IRB approval is being sought for future evaluations since we used the 

students and teachers as our means of evaluating the program after which we will seek to publish 

the findings.  

 

We used student-centered and teacher-centered approaches in conjunction for assessing the 

program in K-5 classrooms. These approaches require proper implementation and will still need 

to be adjusted as we learn more. However, they can be used as a guideline or a starting point 

from which to build effective assessments of program effectiveness and educational value.  

 

Program Assessment Targeting Students 

Pre-Post Tests 

Pre-post tests are a common assessment tool that can be applied to evaluate impacts such as a 

change in knowledge (Newton 1999). Typically, this assessment tool relies on the subject’s 

ability to read and understand the questions. As with any assessment tool, it is important to 

consider the subjects when preparing to utilize a tool such as this. The majority of young 

students participating in Insect Discovery are new to reading, and some are still learning the 

English language. In an effort to circumvent issues of reading ability the pre- and post tests were 

very short and were administered orally to the entire class. A question would be posed to the 

class and students can be given three options for their answer (usually Yes, No, or I don’t know). 

Once the question is asked students raise their hand to answer the question. Pre-post tests do not 

have to be long drawn out questionnaires but could be as simple as a single question. 

 

In addition to literacy limitations, another potential drawback to pre and post-testing to assess 

program impact is the administrator’s temptation to bias the results in favor of creating the 

impression of large impacts.  Content-based testing is especially vulnerable to such 

manipulations, it is easy to ask participants a question based on a fairly obscure fact, teach them 

the fact, and then post-test using the same question.  To avoid the risk of such biased evaluations, 

we developed questions designed to probe engagement with science, science misconceptions and 

critical thinking. 

 

The public nature of the pre-post testing we developed comes with its own set of complications, 

because students can easily be influenced by their peers. Unsure students will sometimes refrain 

from raising their hand or raise their hand more than once. As such the question may result in 

more or fewer responses than there are students in the class. These complications are fairly 

constant in both the pretest and the post test; however, therefore results should still reveal 

important information and trends. The pre-posttest method was implemented in both the Insect 

Discovery workshops and in classroom visits.   

 

In the case of the workshops, the pre-test was administered by program staff at the beginning of 

the workshop.  The test consisted of four questions (see Figure 2).  After the workshop, the 

Insect Discovery graduate TA would schedule a follow-up visit to the class one to six weeks 

after the workshop. At the end of the visit the TA asked the same questions as a post-test in order 
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to assess whether attitudes and knowledge had changed. The pre-post test was used in 2014 and 

2015, although the science misconception question was changed in the second year.  The 

questions probing a scientific misconception and critical thinking skills showed statistically 

significant improvements in correct/desired answers in the post tests versus the pre-tests.  The 

two questions addressing interest in science did not show consistent significant increases.  

 

We analyzed the pre- and post-test results from both years using a Fisher Exact Test to determine 

whether there was a significant difference in answers to each question before and after program 

activities (see Tables 2 & 3). In both 2014 and 2015, there were significant increases in correct 

responses to Question 2 (scientific misconceptions) and Question 4 (critical thinking).  There 

was also a significant positive increase in positive responses to Question 1 in 2014 but not in 

2015, possibly due to the high level of positive responses in the pre-test.  Students’ responses to 

Question 3 (interest in science) did not significantly change in either year, but an encouragingly 

high number reported that they could be a scientist. 

 

An even simpler, one-question pre-post test assessment was used to evaluate learning during the 

“Entomologist in the Classroom” visits. The Insect Discovery instructor administered the pre and 

post tests during the same one-hour visit. Before beginning the observational drawing portion of 

the Ladybug activity students were asked a knowledge-based question related to a common 

misconception (Do all ladybugs look the same?). After the question the students were allowed to 

observe and draw the ladybug that each one of them had been given. Once students completed 

the drawing and observation they helped construct a graph on the whiteboard to display the 

number of spots that each child observed on their individual ladybeetles. At this point with the 

data in front of them they were asked the question again as the posttest (Do all ladybugs look the 

same?). Nearly all-students agreed that the ladybugs can look different from each other. The 

difference between pre- and post test correct responses decreased as age/grade of students 

increased showing a clear developmental trend (see Table 4).  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Statistical data for the 2014 pre-post test 

2014 Pre-Post Test Statistics 

Question Chi square P-value 

1) Do you like insects? 6.786412 *0.0092 

2) Are insects animals? 7.73364 *0.0054 

3) Could you be a scientist? 2.175267 0.1402 

4) Which experiment is better? 12.30262 *0.0001 

Table 3: Statistical data for 2015 pre-post test 

2015 Pre-Post Test Statistics 

Question Chi square P-value 

1) Do you like insects? 0.654309 0.4186 

2) Is a cockroach an insect? 12.2351 *0.0005 

3) Would you like to be a scientist? 1.713701 0.1905 

4)Which experiment is better? 63.767 *0.0001 
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Table 4: 2015 Entomologist in the classroom visits. Results of the ladybeetle pre-post test (Are all ladybugs the 

same?). 

Are all ladybugs the same? (Fall 2015) 

Grade Total students 

(classes) 

Pretest (Y) % of total 

students 

Posttest (Y) % of total 

students 

K 122 (7) 32 26.2 3 2.5 

1 199(11) 55 27.6 0 0.0 

2 865 (38) 290 33.5 2 0.2 

3 63 (3) 0 0.0 0 0.0 

4 45 (2) 2 4.4 0 0.0 

All Grades * 1491 (70) 419 28.1 5 0.3 

* includes mixed grade level classes (i.e. 1-3) not in the previous grade designations and 

excludes one mixed grade level class that was not asked the pre-post question. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of 2014 and 2015 Workshop pre-post test question results. An * 
indicates a significant difference of P ≤ 0.01 
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Workshop Drawing Assessments 

Given the short duration of the Insect Discovery program activities and the limited literacy of the 

targeted students, we sought another option for direct evaluation of changes in student 

knowledge, attitudes and skills.  The Insect Discovery workshops have always concluded with a 

drawing activity in which each child is asked to draw an insect (or other arthropod), real or 

imaginary, and to show where the animal lives, what it eats and how it protects itself from 

predators.  These drawing elements reflect different activity station themes and give the children 

an opportunity to reflect on what they have learned.  Rather than use limited program time for 

additional testing, we investigated the possible utility of these drawings as measures of learning 

impact.  

 

The use of drawings to measure science understanding and attitudes is not a new idea. This is 

method is commonly conducted in the “Draw a Scientist Test” which researchers have utilized 

and scrutinized for many years (Chambers 1983, Finson 2002, Losh et al. 2008, Newton & 

Newton 1992). These assessments allowed researches to delve into misconceptions and/or 

stereotypes about scientists. Students often depict that scientists as a white, unattractive man who 

wears a lab coat, makes discoveries, and utilizes sophisticated instruments to perform their work. 

These apparent preconceptions may lead children to believe they cannot become scientists 

themselves. Tests such as this were performed on children as young as kindergarten (Chambers 

1983). The fact that this type of test can be utilized effectively on young children caused us to 

pursue other ways and new questions in which we can use this approach to better understand the 

impacts of Insect Discovery.  

 

Student drawings created during the Insect Discovery workshops were collected in 2016. Once 

the students finished their drawings they were told that they could either donate their beautiful 

pictures to the program or take them home. The majority of students opted to donate their 

drawings, but the take-home option may bias results slightly. These drawings were then scanned 

into an electronic format assigned a unique number and evaluated (see Table 5). 

 

Table of 2016 Workshop Evaluations 
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Total drawings with… 449 389 415 3 44 37 230 63 4 235 215 

% of Total drawings 

(N=579) 
77.6 67.2 71.7 0.5 7.6 6.4 39.7 10.9 0.7 40.6 37.1 

Table 5: Results of the 2016 Workshop drawing evaluations 

Typically teachers chose four workshop stations from a range of five possible choices. Our 

intention was to analyze the workshop drawings to look for patterns in drawing features that 
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were associated with the absence of a particular station. If students include an element of a 

station only when they have participated in that station, this could indicate an impact. For 

example; students would be unlikely to include crickets or cockroaches in their drawings unless 

they were able to learn about them or form a connection with them through an experience like 

the Cricket Experiment or Decomposer stations. Unfortunately, the 2016 workshops did not have 

a choice of activities, as the Diversity station was not used due to lack of teacher interest and the 

new honeybee station was not available due to problems with the USDA beehives. We plan to 

provide a fifth station choice in 2017.  

 

Despite the lack of a fifth station the data can still demonstrate a clear interest in some of the 

insects presented in the workshops. Crickets did not show up very often (0.5%), but if students 

hadn’t participated in the Cricket Experiment station there may not have been any crickets in the 

drawings. According to Brooks (2009)  

“I suggest that the creation of a drawing is an experience that is more complex than 

the appropriation of a word label that can be heard and memorized for recitation. The 

creation of a drawing involves all of the child’s past and present experiences as well 

as imagination and emergent thinking. Drawing simultaneously involves memory, 

experience, imagination, and observation. The creation of a drawing demands an 

integration of these elements. When children draw they become fully engaged with the 

subject being drawn. When children acquire word labels the acquisition tends to be at 

a referential and recitation level. 

It is through the formation of ideas, or the expression of those ideas, that we can bring 

something more clearly into consciousness.” 

As such the mere creation of the drawing may indicate an impact on student internalization of 

presented material. 

 

Insect Discovery also has the ability to support an existing interest or knowledge of insects. It is 

possible that we see this in the drawings of butterflies and insects that are not part of Insect 

Discovery programming.  

 

These limitations in the data created uncertainty about how to use the drawings to evaluate 

learning. Given the effort and enthusiasm the students exhibited when drawing, there is 

presumably a wealth of information hidden inside each, but we were unsure how to interpret 

them. Kellert (1993) investigated the values and perceptions of the general public towards 

invertebrates. He developed a typology of nine basic values that represent the structure of human 

relationships to nature (Kellert 1996). Each of the values have been explored by Kellert over the 

years for their association between ages, gender, culture, education, income, ethnicity, and those 

that live in urban verses rural areas.  

Values: 

1) Utilitarian – practical and material exploitation of nature (physical sustenance/security) 

2) Naturalistic – direct experience and exploration of nature (curiosity, discovery, 

recreation) 

3) Ecologistic – systematic study of structure, function, and relationship in nature 

(knowledge, understanding, observational skills) 

4) Aesthetic – physical appeal and beauty of nature (inspiration, harmony, security) 
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5) Symbolic – use of nature for language and thought (communication, mental 

development) 

6) Humanistic – strong emotional attachment and “love” for aspects of nature (bonding, 

sharing, cooperation, companionship) 

7) Moralistic – spiritual reverence and ethical concern for nature (order, meaning, kinship, 

altruism) 

8) Dominionistic – mastery, physical control, dominance of nature (mechanical skills, 

physical prowess, ability to subdue) 

9) Negativistic – fear, aversion, alienation from nature (security, protection, safety, awe) 

 

We examined the possibility that student drawings could show an important perceived value 

which could be indicative of more positive feelings (positive personal impact) toward a 

particular insect or group of insects. Some values may already exist for these students. We 

assumed that a value depicted for something typically associated with negative emotions such as 

a cockroach to be a novel acquisition though all values were recorded and considered as desired 

perceptions regardless of their potential source. Given the limited scope of the drawings, our 

analysis focused on just six of the nine values (Utilitarian, Naturalistic, Ecologistic, Aesthetic, 

Humanistic, and Negativistic). 

 

Among the nine values, Kellert (1993) determined that a more positive view or consideration of 

invertebrates occurred when the animal was perceived to have an aesthetic or practical utilitarian 

value. Insects such as butterflies are generally viewed positively because they are pretty. Insects 

such as bees are often feared but still viewed positively because they provide the service of 

honey production. The evaluation of drawings showed us that 0.9% of the students depicted 

insects as having some utilitarian value (bees – honey production). Three of the five drawings 

that depicted this utilitarian value resulted from a new bee/pollination activity that was only 

offered once. Aesthetic value was reflected in the numerous butterfly drawings. The butterfly 

activity portion of the Life Cycles station is always very popular, and although students’ 

appreciation of these animals probably preceded their Insect Discovery experience, the activity 

certainly supports and plays into the aesthetic value many people hold for these insects. 

Aesthetic value was not only shown in pretty butterflies, but also in drawings depicting insects 

with large, unnatural smiling faces.  

 

Based on this evaluation (see Table 6) we see that overall there were 73.4% of the donated 

drawings depicted at least one of the five positive values in some way with only 2.8% depicting 

an insect or insects in a negative way. It is important to note that children were allowed to create 

an imaginary insect. These drawings are included in this evaluation. If the insects, whether real 

or imagined, depicted or demonstrated in the drawings any of the six values, they were included 

in the analysis. 
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Table 6: Evaluation of values depicted in 2016 Workshop drawings  

Ladybeetle Drawing Evaluation 

The classroom visits also included a drawing activity that could be used for program evaluation.  

During the ladybug activity, the students carefully observe and make a scientific drawing of a 

live ladybug (ladybeetle). The students are asked to pay special attention to the number and 

placement of the spots and any other features they can observe. Teachers want students to keep 

the drawings they produce, so an assessment needed to be done during the entomologist’s time in 

the classroom amidst the flux of activity and attention in an elementary classroom. Data was 

gathered on students’ ability to express (through drawing) what they had observed (see Table 7). 

The youngest of students enjoy putting smiley faces on their ladybeetle, which are cute and 

possibly indicative of positive aesthetic or humanistic values, but are not accurate representations 

of a ladybeetle. An example of elements that demonstrate that the student successfully made a 

novel observation and in turn communicated what they saw in their drawing is the presence of 

the white chevron-like markings on the thorax of the ladybeetle. Arrangement of the spots in 

their drawings was also a quick way to assess successful observations. Drawings where the 

students simply placed spots randomly usually consisted of far too many spots or non-

symmetrical arrangements. Since time was limited, the activity often had to be concluded before 

all students had finished their drawings, introducing a possible source of error. In most cases this 

amount of time seemed sufficient for the majority of students but occasionally classes would 

work more slowly or be interrupted and have less developed drawings by the end of the allotted 

time.  

  

The students appeared to make great efforts to observe their ladybeetles, but their fine-motor 

skills and developmental level interfered when it came time to portray in their drawings what 

they had just seen (see Table 7). As expected, as students progress through elementary school 

they are developing an ability to conduct an observation and then communicate this in a drawing. 

This progression is not attributable to Insect Discovery but these skills are important in the 

development of scientific literacy. As such it is important to recognize that these skills are being 

developed and that the program is working to support their acquisition and improvement. 

 

2016 Workshop Drawings  
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Total 

positive 

indications 
5 23 45 327 158 16 154 425 

% of total 

drawings 

(N=579) 
0.9 4.0 7.8 56.5 27.3 2.8 26.6 73.4 

* Student still drew an insect or other arthropod, but there wasn’t any apparent depiction 

of a value.  

** Most drawings depicted more than one value.  
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The association between grade level and the capacity to draw only what was observable 

(accurate science communication) and the inclusion of novel observations (observation skills) 

were analyzed using a linear regression model.  The effect of grade was significant both in the 

analyses (Drew only what could be observed:  df = 4, Chi Sq. = 18.16, p = 0.0011; Drew novel 

observation: df=4, Chi Sq. = 36.12, p<0.0001). With younger students there was a low 

percentage of properly depicted observations. However, based on my informal observations, the 

majority of students in all grades were making significant effort to observe their ladybeetle. The 

lack of measureable observation results should not be an indication of interest, but ability and 

development only.  

Table 7: Fall 2015 classroom visits. Student ladybeetle drawing data 

  

Ladybug observational drawing (Fall 2015) 

Grade 
Total students 

(classes) 

Drew 

something 

novel 

they observed 

% of total 

students 

Drew only 

what was 

observed 

% of total 

students 

K 122 (7) 22 18.0 2 1.6 

1 199 (11) 38 19.1 2 1.0 

2 889 (39) 240 27.0 42 4.7 

3 63 (3) 28 44.4 4 6.4 

4 67 (3) 40 59.7 14 20.9 

All grades
* 

1562 (73) 440 28.2 106 24.1 
*
Includes mixed grade level classes not included in the previous grade designations  
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Program Assessment Targeting Teachers 

Teacher Questionnaires 

Written questionnaires targeting teachers (see Appendix B) rather than young students is another 

tool used by many STEM programs to evaluate program impact on student learning. A 

questionnaire can assess many facets of a program such as content, learning, changes in attitude, 

satisfaction with presentation, strengths and weaknesses of program elements, and participant 

demographics. Questions should be carefully selected and written to ensure they will help 

understand better if the program goals are being met rather than to simply assess program 

appreciation which could indicate impact or program success but may also fall short of a 

meaningful evaluation.  

 

While the earliest evaluations for Insect Discovery were written questionnaires mailed to 

schools, the program has sent out post-workshop surveys to teachers via email since 2015. In 

2015, invitations to participate in the on-line survey were sent to the 50 teachers who brought 

their classes to the Insect Discovery workshops.  21 of the teachers responded, giving a response 

rate of 42%.  In 2016, 45 teachers received survey invitations and 15 responded, giving a 

response rate of 33%. 

 

The survey questions have changed slightly between years, but overall the teachers are reporting 

that their students are engaged in the activities, learning in a fun way, and continuing to 

demonstrate heightened science engagement at least several weeks after they have attended the 

workshop. The scale seen in Table 5 is from 5-1 “5” being the most preferred score and “1” 

being the least preferred. The average of these scores is seen in the right two columns of Table 8. 

All except two questions received an average score of less than 4. Indicating a high level of 

teacher satisfaction with the content, delivery, and learning impact of the program activities. One 

of the scores above 4 asks about participation on the Insect Discovery website and utilization of 

the insect guide. This question has no bearing as far as the workshop is concerned but instead 

reflects on our current accomplishments of getting the word out to teachers that this resource is 

available. The other score above 4 indicates that teachers do not believe the butterfly station 

increases their students’ power of observation and focus, however this activity is also reported as 

the station that most supports what is taught in the classroom and unofficially most of the 

teachers and their students report it as their favorite. It may be less strong in terms of meeting 

program goals, but it would seem it serves a purpose beyond by supporting teachers and creating 

a lasting impression. Overall teacher responses are positive (see Figure 3 & 4).While teacher 

responses were fairly consistent between the two years, some differences may be due to the fairly 

low sample size.  Strategies to improve the response rate are sought for the future. 
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Scale  2015 

(21)  

2016 (16) 

Strongly 

agree – 

Strongly 

disagree 

Butterfly station increased students' power of observation and focus 4.6 3.8 

Life cycle activity improved understanding of simple and complex 

metamorphosis 

4.5 4.1 

Decomposer station taught students the role of decomposers in recycling 

dead materials in the soil 

4.7 4.6 

Cricket Experiment station strengthened students' ability to interpret 

data and come to reasonable conclusions about the data 

4.7 4.1 

Students show a greater interest in science 4.7 4.4 

Students show a greater appreciation for insects 4.8 * 

Students are more observant and curious 4.7 * 

Diversity station - students understand that organisms may be classified 

into groups based on shared physical characteristics 

4.4 * 

Adaptation - students can identify external characteristics that help 

animals survive 

4.4 * 

Would bring my students back * 5.0 

Which of the four activity stations in the workshop helped reinforce 

concepts or skills you teach in your classroom?  
* 93.75% 

Butterfly  

Majority 

– few or 

none 

How many of your students are able to identify external characteristics 

(e.g. color, stinger) that help animals survive in a particular environment 

after participating in the Adaptation station?  

* 4.4 

Already, 

yes, no 

The Insect Discovery website (http://www.insectdiscovery.org/) has a 

guide to local insects as well as lesson plans for teachers. Would you 

use these on-line resources in your classroom?  

* 3.9 

Yes, 

planned, 

no 

Did you also have an Insect Discovery entomologist visit your class this 

academic year?  
* 4.7 

Excellen

t – poor 

Overall, how would you rate the quality of the workshop as a learning 

experience for your students?  
* 4.9 

1month 

– 1or2 

days 

How long did their increased interest in science last  * 4.3 

Table 8: Results of the post-workshop evaluations sent to teachers. An * indicates that the particular question was 

not asked in the associated year. 
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Figure 3: Teacher Evaluations of 2015 Workshops. The further the blue portion diverges from the outer edge the 

less favorable the assessment.  

 
Figure 4: Teacher Evaluations of 2016 Workshops. The further the blue portion diverges from the outer edge the 

less favorable the assessment.  
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES 

In addition to evaluating the impact of existing program activities, I develop and piloted new 

lesson plans and on-line content to address a serious limitation in the program – the lack of 

place-based, outdoor engagement with science and nature. Some of the following activities still 

require additional refinement and classroom testing, but most are now being used by Insect 

Discovery staff and on-line visitors to the website.   

 

Lesson Plans 

1. Ant Exploration 

Goals of this activity: 

 to introduce students to the process of scientific exploration, 

 to introduce students to map creation and use, 

 to introduce students to using a key of characteristics to identify species. 

 

Set the tone – Show the students a map of a place they are likely to know (i.e. the zoo) Ask 

students how maps can be useful to us. Provide a scenario in which someone needs to find a 

place on the example map. Maps are a helpful way to show where something can be found. 

Scientists use them for the same reason and to keep track of how things might move around over 

time such as the migration of Monarch Butterflies. We will be scientists and create a map to help 

us understand more about an insect that lives on our playground. Today we will attract ants using 

food for bait and collect the ones that come to the food. Begin with a map of the school that the 

children can use (older children may be able to make the map themselves). 

 

ACTIVITY: 

Begin by orienting the children on the map to make sure they can pick out key locations. Then 

explain that the students will be setting out paper plates in an area of the school grounds with 

food on them to attract ants.  

 

Divide the class into smaller groups of four-six children. Assign each group to place a few plates 

in preselected locations using the map. Give each trap location a unique label (code) and make 

plates to correspond with the labeling system. When you place them outside put them in the 

matching point labeled on the map. Take the groups outside and allow them to use the maps to 

find where their traps go. Once they have correctly located their trap sites give them the foods 

that go on their plate. Make sure to place the plate in a way that is easy for the ants to climb on. 

Students should make note of the time that they set their traps. If it is windy you may need to 

poke a large nail through the plate into the ground or have moderately sized rocks or other 

weights to keep the plates from flying away. 

 

Once the traps are set return to the classroom. Let the traps remain out undisturbed for an hour or 

so. When it is time to check the traps make sure to bring gallon sized plastic zipper bags with 

you (enough for each trap), and the children’s maps. As you are arriving at the plate use caution 

not to disturb the ants. See if you can find a trail of ants leading away from the trap. Follow the 

ants as best you can to locate as many ant nests as possible and have the students mark the nest 

locations on the map. These nests should also have a unique label. Ants from the same nest may 

have found more than one plate of food so make sure they do not get labeled twice. 
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After locating as many nests as you can, the traps need to be collected, quickly drop the plate, 

food, and ants into the plastic gallon sized zipper bags and close securely. Use caution and 

remember some ants can bite and/or sting. Once the traps have been collected place them in the 

freezer overnight. This will kill the ants and allow them to be easily collected and examined for 

identification/appreciation.  

 

The next day inform the class that they will get to identify their ants, but they need to learn a 

little more about the ant body first. Start by going over basic insect anatomy (head, thorax, 

abdomen, antennae, legs), the identification key requires that students can distinguish some of 

these parts on an ant, but it also has a new term that they probably do not know yet. Ants have 

what is called a node between their thorax and their abdomen. Some ant species have two nodes 

and others have only one (see Appendix B). Generally, here in Arizona ants with two nodes can 

sting you and the ants with one cannot. Start by giving an example to the students that you have 

an ant with one node. Then ask them the first question of the key where it says “Number of 

nodes” Have the students say one then ask them where they should go next on the key to make 

sure they understand how to use the key (see Appendix B).  

 

Once the students have some knowledge of how to use the key give each pair a magnifying glass 

(8x-10x if you do not have access to this high of a magnification, less powerful magnifying 

glasses can be stacked to gain higher magnification sometimes image quality can suffer or it can 

become unwieldy) or a microscope if available and an ant to identify. Try to group the ants of 

each plate that look similar and have the groups try to identify an ant from each group. Have one 

student looking at the ant and the other guiding the fist through the key by asking the questions. 

Once they have identified the first ant give them another and have them switch jobs. 

 

Create a data table with the students showing the nest labels in the first column and the second 

column for the identification. This will show you which species of ant came from which nest on 

the map. Keep the maps from year to year so you can compare to the ant distribution of years 

past. 

 

Wrap up – Did ants from one species or nest seem to travel further than the others?  Did any 

foods seem to attract more ants at the plate? Do ant nests seem to be clumped together, spread 

out evenly, or randomly located on the school grounds? Was there more than one nest of any of 

the species? Do ants of the same species build nests close to each other or near the same type of 

plant or habitat? If we had maps from previous years what might we learn about the location of 

ant nests? 

 

Assessing whether the goals were met: 

 to introduce students to the process of scientific exploration – were students able to search 

for ants and their nests? 

 to introduce students to map creation and use – were students able to locate and place traps 

and nests on the map? 

 to introduce students to using a key of characteristics to identify species – were students able 

to follow the key and match characteristics from the key on their ants? 

 

Piloting the activity 
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The activity was created around a dichotomous key developed by Javier Miguelena Bada (see 

Appendix B). The activity was piloted two separate occasions to three classes each time. The 

first pilot was delivered to three 4
th

 grade classes at Agua Caliente Elementary School. One of 

the teachers requested an activity I could lead them through that could incorporate an experiment 

they had just completed. The students set three pitfall traps filled with water in a natural area of 

the school grounds and left them over night. They caught many types of insects (dermaptera, 

hymenoptera, embioptera, diptera, coleoptera, and hemiptera).  The teacher informed us that they 

caught many ants. As such the ant identification activity was piloted for the first time. The visit 

started with a quick ant anatomy lesson to ensure students could navigate the key. After guiding 

students on the use of the key they were given rein to explore the insects they had collected but 

specifically asked to identify the ants if possible. The majority of collected ants were very small 

and difficult to identify with the low magnification hand lenses provided by the teachers. Despite 

the short comings of equipment and specimen the students were excited and asked great 

questions for 45 minutes after which we took time to hold and discuss millipedes and 

Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches. Thank you notes also reflected well on the anatomy lesson 

and the free exploration of the specimen collected by the classes. 

 

The second pilot of the activity was delivered to three science classes of 6
th

 grade students at 

Walter Douglas Elementary School. At least ten specimens of three species of ant were collected, 

preserved in alcohol, and identified, (by the TA) prior to visiting the school. The activity started 

with a quick review of insect anatomy and an introduction to enough ant anatomy to identify a 

node and mandibles. The class was divided into smaller groups and instructed on how to use the 

dichotomous key. Tools for manipulating the specimens were handed out with two ants to 

identify and given the option to identify a third if time allowed. Each group needed a little 

attention at the beginning to help them get started, but after they became comfortable with 

manipulating the specimen and focusing the microscope they took off. Using the key seemed to 

be fairly intuitive for them. Most groups made correct identifications the first time with little 

direction needed. They asked great questions and we had time afterward to do observational 

drawings, hold millipedes and Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches. Thank you notes from this 

class were surprisingly similar to that of fourth grade students, but few mentioned enjoying the 

identification activity and almost all expressed appreciation for handling the live animals and a 

few who mentioned finding new interest in science.  

 

2. Insects Around Us 

Goals of this activity: 

 to introduce students to the process of scientific exploration, 

 to introduce students to the variety of insects that can be found right outside, 

 to introduce students to the idea of habitats at an insect sized scale. 

 

Set the tone – Let the students know that as children they make perfect scientists because they 

love asking questions and exploring. Today they have the opportunity to put their skills to the 

test and use tools that real entomologists use. As scientists we need to be careful and respectful 

of our equipment and the environment around us. 

 

ACTIVITY: 
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Divide class into smaller groups (4-5 students per group). Inform the groups that they will all 

receive a net, a beating sheet, and containers to put insects in. Each member has a job for 4-5 

minutes while outside and then they must rotate jobs so everyone gets a turn to use each tool. 

Strict obedience to rules must be observed in order to participate, this is to keep everyone, 

including the insects, and our tools safe. Take the students outside and make sure they know the 

designated area that they can work within. Then give brief introductions to the tools and how to 

use them.  

 

It is easy for the students to get frustrated when they do not immediately find an insect. Guide 

discouraged students on how to use the tools and good places to look. Checking areas with 

flowers, shaking tree branches over a beating sheet, searching near water sources, and turning 

over rocks generally have good results and quickly reverse feelings of discouragement.  

 

If you have enough jars allow children to gather collected insects in a central area before sending 

them out with more jars. Once the time is up or all jars are occupied return to the classroom with 

the insects. Students often become possessive of the insects they catch, use their feelings of 

ownership to have them learn what they can about their insect. They can try identifying the order 

to which their insect belongs using the 12 Common Orders sheet (see Appendix C). When 

students have gotten to know their insect have them present their findings for the entire class. 

Have the student groups discuss where they found insects and what types of insects they caught. 

 

Wrap up –Where can insects be found? Do you recognize all of the insects we found? What 

method of collecting insects worked best for you? What kinds of insects can you collect with a 

net, beating sheet, or just with a jar? Do you think there were more kinds of insects out in the 

area that we didn’t catch? Are there any tools we didn’t have that could have been useful?  

 

Assessing whether the goals were met: 

 to introduce students to the process of scientific exploration – were students able to focus on 

searching for insects? 

 to introduce students to the variety of insects that can be found right outside – were students 

able to see and or capture a variety of insects? 

 to introduce students to the idea of habitats at an insect sized scale – were students able to 

connect insects they found to an area of the school grounds where they were caught? 

 

Piloting the activity 

Getting children outdoors and connecting them to nature is an important step in processing 

information presented in the classroom and connecting it to real life. However, organizing 

students and keeping order with a group of 2
nd

 graders may be intimidating or more trouble than 

it is worth to many teachers. Teachers of the three mixed 1
st
 -3

rd
 grade classrooms at Drachman 

Montessori Elementary School and the two 2
nd

 grade classes at Hollinger Elementary School 

were offered an opportunity to have an entomologist visit their school to guide this activity. All 

of these classes had previously invited Insect Discovery to visit their schools with the original 

program and they visited the Workshops at Flandrau Science Center and Planetarium. Several 

students in every class took a minute or two to figure out how to catch insects, but quickly 

caught on with simple demonstrations or pointing them toward areas that might have more 

insects. Students soon realized how simple and fun sweeping a bush or the grass can be or how 
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enjoyable it is to shake a tree branch and watch all the exciting insects fall onto a beating sheet 

and in everyone’s hair, or that turning over rocks can yield some creatures that can both excite 

and startle. Students had 30 minutes outside collecting; they found Diptera, Hymenoptera, 

Odonata, Dermaptera, Blatodea, Hemiptera, Orthoptera, Lepidoptera, and Coleoptera with 

relative ease. Once inside the plan was a little more lose, but eventually we found that harnessing 

the students ownership of the insects they caught worked best. Allowing the groups to 

investigate what they caught and make a brief presentation to their classmates. Students 

connected to the concepts that insects can be found everywhere and that there is a huge variety 

that they never would have known were right there outside the classroom. Based on a follow up 

petition for critique from one of the first classes that was taken out we found that despite any 

short comings of a pilot the activity was well received and appreciated. She noted a need for 

continued refinement and a willingness to help continue developing the activity, but overall had 

only positive comments and encouragement.  

 

3. Listening to Cicadas  

Goals of this activity: 

 to introduce students to listening as a form of observation, 

 to introduce students to scientific observation and note keeping, 

 to introduce students to the concept of phenology. 

 

Set the tone – Start by having students recall when they generally see flowers blooming outside, 

or when we get lots of rain, or when leaves start to change color. Are there things other than 

what we see that let us know seasons are changing? We can feel changes in temperature, or the 

wet of rain, we can smell flowers blooming, and we can hear birds singing. We are used to 

noticing changes like these throughout the seasons but changes and cycles also occur with 

insects, and other animals. Here in hot Southern Arizona there aren’t a lot of animals that like 

spending time out when the days are very hot. The cicada is a tough little insect that waits till the 

days get hot before it becomes active. 

 

ACTIVITY: 

Start by reading this short story that introduces the cicada as part of the Navajo Creation story.  

 

Stories to tell 
Ben Beal 

  I love to be outside to see all the critters, the plants, and the views. There are so 

many interesting things to see, smell, feel, and hear.  

My favorite things to see are insects and spiders.  

My favorite thing to smell is creosote after a monsoon rain storm.  

My favorite things to feel are the leaves of the plants. Some are very thick and waxy; others are 

thin or small; and some are even fuzzy.  

 My favorite things to hear are the whoosh of wind blowing through the leaves of trees, 

buzzing insects, songs of birds, and the rustling of lizards in bushes.  

 I will sit very still in a nice shady spot to listen to the beautiful sounds nature makes. If I 

listen close enough, it’s as if Mother Nature is telling me a story. Sometimes people think I’m a 

bit silly or strange but I do it anyway. I really enjoy listening to stories that other people tell 

about nature.  
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 The Navajo people are excellent story tellers. The story of their creation is particularly 

exciting to me because one of the important characters in it is a cicada, and I love insects. Get 

comfy for a few minutes and I will tell you the story of how the Navajo people came to live on 

the earth that we all know.  

 It all started a very long time ago before our current world existed. Instead of our bright 

beautiful world, there was only darkness. The only things living in the darkness were First Man, 

First Woman, Salt Woman, Fire God, Coyote, and the child of the sun, Begochiddy (Bey-go-

chid-dee). While in this dark existence, they created four mountains with one in the east, one in 

the south, one in the west, and the last one in the north. Even with mountains this was an 

unhappy place to live so Begochiddy planted a special magic seed that grew into an enormous 

reed. Begochiddy and all the other people got into the reed and climbed up to a new world.  

 Their new home was called Second World and it was a pleasant place because it had 

light, but it was also already the home of Cat People. Not like your crazy cat lady aunt but actual 

cat people. Cat People and the Navajo’s ancestors did not get along. In fact, they fought like cats 

and dogs! So, they all climbed back into their magical reed and it continued to grow until it 

reached Third World.  

 Third World was a wonderful place and also had light. They enjoyed this world so much 

that they created rivers, mountains, and other creatures to fill it and make it even better. One day, 

Coyote was out goofing around, playing tricks on everyone when he stole the baby of Water 

Monster. Coyote hid the baby so Water Monster couldn’t find it. Water Monster searched for a 

very long time, he was so angry when Coyote Finally decided to return his baby. Instead of being 

overjoyed and celebrating, Water Monster flooded the entire world to get rid of Begochiddy, all 

his friends and their creations.  

This is my favorite part. 

 Guess who comes to everyone’s rescue? Cicada! That’s right Cicada quickly got to work 

digging a hole big enough for everyone to climb into. He dug and dug and dug until he reached 

Fourth World. Everyone followed behind him. Fourth World was okay, but it wasn’t as beautiful 

as Third World. Even still, Begochiddy and his friends worked very hard to make this new world 

great. They created mountains, streams, animals, stars, and even the sun and the sky. Fourth 

World is where we all live now. And to think Cicada made it all possible! 

 Many other stories are still told by people now just like you and me. So when I go outside 

and I see, smell, feel, and hear everything around me, I start to think of the stories I could tell or 

questions that I can answer by making up a story. Like why does fly buzz my ears and my face? 

Maybe he wants to tell me a story if I just stop and listen. Next time you go outside, will you 

stop, look, smell, touch, and listen to everything around you and write down the story and share 

it with me? 

The End 
 

A cicada is an insect well known for singing loudly during our hot summers. Watch the video 

“What is a Cicada?” <https://www.google.com/#q=what+is+a+cicada&tbm=vid> (see Image 1) 

to introduce what cicadas are, what they look like, and what they sound like. Discuss with the 

students that artists and scientists can both gain inspiration from being in nature and observing 

what they see, hear, smell, and feel. Today we will go outside to gain inspiration for writing a 

story of our own and to observe cicadas.  
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Image 1: Screen shot of the video "What is a Cicada" 

Take the students outside for a first orientation so they know what to listen for and how to record 

their observation on a data sheet or in a notebook. Under careful direction allow students to find 

a place on the school grounds where they can sit, observe, and take notes of what they sense and 

what they feel. Give students at least 10 minutes to make their observations and check in with 

each of them if possible to clarify any doubt and/or confusion. Make sure the students notice the 

cicadas singing. See if students can find any of the cicadas. Listening for them is often the most 

effective way to monitor them because even though they sing loudly they are difficult to locate. 

Bring students back into the classroom. Give them time to go over and add to their notes. Have 

students share what they observed with the entire class.  

 

Prompt students to create a story that includes something they observed while outside. They can 

use their imagination in a work of fiction or include as little or as much of their observations as 

they want in a nonfiction story. If students need help thinking of ideas you can try referring them 

back to their notes and asking questions. If they noted hearing a bird sing ask them what they 

think the bird might have been singing about. Did the bird need help? Was it talking to friends? 

Try helping them develop a story around these observations and their natural creativity.  

 

Now students will have the chance to observe cicadas as a scientist might. Divide class into 

smaller groups so each student can have a responsibility. Every time the groups go outside they 

will need to record their observations, time, date, and temperature (see Table 9). Since cicadas 

sing during the hot summer months this activity needs to be utilized as early as possible in the 

fall semester (August). Send students out either multiple times a day (morning and afternoon) for 

several weeks until they begin to notice a decline or change of some kind in the cicada activity. 

An alternative approach is to only go out once a day for the same duration, a noticeable change 

may be less evident without morning and afternoon data but one will still be observed eventually.  
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After completing the observations create a graph displaying the number of observations on the 

“Y” axis and the date of year on the “X” axis. You may notice declines now and then that relate 

to temperature but aren’t a permanent decline. Create a second graph depicting the temperature 

at time of observation on the “Y” axis and the date of year on the “X” axis to compare with the 

first graph.  

 

Wrap up –Did the cicadas seem to sing more when the temperature is warmer? Did the time of 

year seem to have an effect? Discuss with the class that scientists are concerned about global 

climate change. If it stays warmer longer or gets colder sooner it could cause problems for plants, 

like when they bloom, or with animals such as cicadas and how long they can live before it gets 

too cold for them. Since cicadas track the seasons and temperatures closely they could be used to 

help understand how climate is changing.  

 

Assessing whether the goals were met: 

 to introduce students to listening as a form of observation – were students able to listen for 

and hear cicadas or another animal? 

 to introduce students to scientific observation and note keeping – were students able to keep 

a record of their observations? 

 to introduce students to the concept of phenology – were students able to recognize that 

cicadas decrease their singing as the temperature decreases? 

 

Activity Background 

Schools are asked to make their teachings more place-based meaning they teach history of where 

they live, study the animals they find close by, and learn civics of the local community. Art and 

creative course are not important to standardized tests and as such are often not given adequate 

attention in classes. This activity is able to fulfill a need for place-based content and also provide 

an avenue for creativity while teaching science concepts. In collaboration with my then 2
nd

 grade 

daughter I created the short video introduction to cicadas that has been posted to YouTube 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lm5zRQPjiK8) and linked to the Insect Discovery website. 

The video teaches basic cicada biology while giving the children a demonstration of the Apache 

cicada call to inform their own observations on the playground of their school. This activity has 

not been piloted yet due to the short window of time during a school semester in which it can be 

conducted.  
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Cicada Observations   
Date Time Temperature Do you hear 

cicadas?  

(Y or N) 

Other observations 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Table 9: Cicada observation sheet 
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4. On-line Insect Identification Resources 

The Insect Discovery website (insectdiscovery.org) is intended to be a resource where teachers 

can find insect themed lesson plans, access information for workshops and classroom visits, and 

also an information and identification guide (see Image 2 & 3) to some of Tucson’s more 

prominent insects. I attempted to improve upon the website through design changes, reorganizing 

some information and adding content. To help me take on this task I took a 100 level website 

design course at the University of Arizona. As a result I attempted to make the website more 

searchable so it could gain hits through internet searches. The website was not very accessible 

for people with visual impairments so I used some formatting guidelines to make it available and 

more useful to a wider audience.  

 

The common insects pages of the website were also converted into printable sheets that teachers 

or young enthusiasts could print out or load onto their mobile device and refer to while out 

walking or hiking in and around the Tucson area. An attempt to create a printable pictorial guide 

for each county in Arizona was attempted but necessary information and images were difficult to 

come by. The lists of insects and partially complete guides that remain would need more 

attention, time, and means then I had to finish.  

 

5. Newsletter 

Teachers often follow up class participation in Insect Discovery workshops or classroom visits 

by instructing their students to write ‘Thank you’ letters to the program.  In addition to being an 

excellent writing activity and model of civility, the letters provide an opportunity to continue the 

conversation with scientists. Inspiration for an additional on-line resource came when I received 

a stack of thank you letters from Ms. Othon’s 2
nd

 graders at Los Niños Elementary. The children 

asked many good questions and also asked if I could write back to them (Appendix D). Rather 

than write a letter just to the class, I decided it would be even better to expand and generalize my 

responses with a newsletter for all teachers who subscribed. “The Buzz” a newsletter (see Image 

4 & 5 below) started in January 2016 with a short main entomological article as well as questions 

and some art work that was received from children’s letters.  

 

The first issue was sent out to all of the teachers that had received classroom visits. If they didn’t 

want to receive the letter they would have to ask me to remove them from my mailing list. 

Teachers had the option to ‘opt-out’ and be removed from the mailing list, but none did so. The 

goal of the newsletter is to extend Insect Discovery’s influence in the classroom beyond the 

workshops and visits. Informal feedback received from one teacher mentioned that they used the 

newsletter with their class. She printed the letter out and sent a copy home with each student and 

gave an assignment associated in some way with the content of the newsletter. This gave the 

newsletter potential content and impact with parents and guardians as well. Continual exposure 

to fun and interesting science through teacher utilization of this resource can only improve 

potential for impact with the students. 
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Image 2: Common Orders of Insects Identification Screen Shot 
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Image 3: Common Diptera Species Identification Screen Shot 
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The Buzz 
Now you see them… now you don’t 

 

Insects aren’t magical but they seem to pop out of 

nowhere every spring and then disappear again when it 

gets cold. So if it isn’t magic, then what is going on? 

Well, the answer to that question depends on the insect. 

There are many different ways insects deal with the 

cold.  

 

1. Run Away 

Some insects escape the cold  

by migrating. Monarchs will  

avoid the cold by heading south  

from as far north as Canada to the  

warmth of Mexico. They can also avoid hot summer 

days by moving back north. 

 

2. Wait it out 

Insects can escape the hardships of winter by entering 

an inactive or sleep-like state (diapause or hibernation) 

to conserve their resources until the environmental 

conditions are in their favor ounce more. Some will 

spend the winter inside the wood of a tree, or others 

will head underground. The Arctic Woolly Bear         

                                caterpillar does so much waiting 

                                that it takes it seven years to reach  

                                the adult life stage. There is more  

than one way to wait out winter though. Other insects 

will lay their eggs before winter hits, the babies will 

hatch in the spring, but insects aren’t always ready to 

lay eggs when it gets cold. Some instead will spend the 

winter in a pupal stage that will last longer than usual 

until the temperature rises again. 

 

3. Tough it out 

In order to survive freezing temperatures some insects 

can produce a chemical in their buggy blood that works 

like antifreeze. This chemical keeps the insect from 

freezing and allows them to live and remain  

active when other insects cannot. Ice  

Crawler insects can live on glaciers  

thanks to the antifreeze in their  

bodies. 

 

So they may not do any magic tricks but insects like 

Monarchs, Arctic Woolly Bear Moths, and Ice Crawlers 

are able to do some pretty amazing things to survive 

even when the climate is very harsh.  

 
Ben Beal 

January 2016 
insectdiscovery.org 

ua.insectdiscovery@gmail.com 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ask an Entomologist 
 

– Charish; Ms. Othon’s 2nd grade 

Q: Where did you get all the bugs?  

A: Some of the bugs like Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches, 

and millipedes that we use for Insect Discovery you can 

buy at pet stores here in Tucson. The pinned insects were 

collected by different entomologists. 

 

– Peter; Ms. Othon’s 2nd grade 

Q: How old are the cockroaches?  

A: We have a bunch of cockroaches. I don’t know how old 

any one particular roach is but they can live up to five years 

or so.  

 

– Henry; Ms. Lisa’s Kindergarten  

Q: What do ladybugs eat? 

A: Gardeners love ladybugs because they eat a pest insect 

called an aphid. Aphids can destroy garden plants if you 

aren’t careful. 

 

Reader Drawings 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sage 

Mrs. Kelly’s 2
nd

 grade 

 

 

 

Image 4: The very first newsletter sent to teachers 
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 The Buzz 
Pollinators 

Spring seems to come early here in Southern Arizona 

and summer is never far behind. The days warm up and 

flowers begin blooming all over. It is a fun time to get 

outside before the extreme heat of summer sets in. It is 

the perfect time to watch all of the hard working insect 

pollinators. 
 

Pollinators are very important because without them 

some plants could not produce fruits or seeds which 

help them to start new plants or feed people and other 

animals. Pollen is tiny dust-like stuff that plants make 

to pass along to other plants of the same type. When the 

pollen is moved to another plant of the same kind this is 

called pollination. Once a plant is pollinated it can use 

the other plants’ pollen to help make fruits and seeds. 

Foods like apples, and almonds are just a couple 

examples of things we eat thanks to pollinators 
 

People always think of honey bees when you mention 

flowers and pollinating, but there are many more insects 

and even bats and birds that are out there doing the hard 

work of pollinating. 
 

When you come upon an area that is buzzing with 

insect activity it is easy to think that everything you see 

and hear are honey bees, but stop and observe just a 

little closer to see much more. Many beetles, butterflies, 

moths, and flies are also pollinators. Hoverflies are 

always in the mix of these busy insects and some even 

look like bees. If you watch carefully you can pick out 

the flies from the bees. Hoverflies don’t rest on flowers 

for too long they are always hovering and then quickly 

darting off to the next flower. Their flight seems a little 

nervous to me. Honey bees on the other hand will stop 

more frequently and aren’t as quick and seem to take 

their time at and between flowers. Flies only have one 

set of wings and bees have two sets, to me this makes 

them sound a little different when they fly so listen 

carefully and you might be surprised to hear it too. 
 

Honey bees have big fuzzy legs that dangle when they 

fly, but hoverflies have skinny hairless legs that aren’t 

noticeable until you see them land. 
 

There are other types of bees out pollinating too, like 

big black carpenter bees, and fuzzy bumble bees. Of 

course the butterflies are out taking advantage of all the 

tasty nectar too. Pollinators like moths and nectar 

feeding bats will get to work in the cover of night. 

Thanks to a lot of hard work by pollinators there are 

new plants that can grow and foods for us to eat. 
 

Ben Beal 

May 2016 
insectdiscovery.org 

ua.insectdiscovery@gmail.com 

UA Department of Entomology 

Forbes 410 PO Box 210036 

Tucson, AZ 85721 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reader Pictures 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Ask an Entomologist 

Grant in Ms. Carter’s 4th grade asked: 
“Do you know how to say millipede in Japanese?” 

Well Grant the short answer is no, I do not, but I once heard that in 

parts of Africa, “Songololo” is how you say millipede. I know 

Tucson has people from all over the world. If you know how to say 

millipede or anything insect related in another language write to 

me and teach me. I love learning words in new languages.  

Until then I will have to use Google Translate 

Millipede in Japanese:  ヤスデ (Yasude) 

~Thank you for the fun question Grant 

Nicholas of Ms. Anderson’s 4th grade asked: 
“What is your favorite bug?” 

Nicholas, this is always the toughest question for me to answer. I 

have such a hard time picking just one. It seems each time I learn 

about a new insect it becomes my new favorite until I learn about 

another insect. Some of my long time favorites are: Praying 

Mantises. I have had many as pets that I raised from egg to adult. 

They are so cool and cute. Dragonflies are super-fast. I love the 

way they zip through the air and hover in one place. I also really 

like cicadas, stick bugs, centipedes, millipedes, giant water bugs, 

clearwing moths, and recently I have discovered how cool ants are.  

~Thank you Nicholas, I love talking about my favorite insects 

 

Spring is awesome because it means soon we will see all 

sorts of exciting insects. And this wonderful picture 

reminds me of the excitement of spring. Drawn 

by Devany of Ms. Mulcahy's 1st grade 

Since we learned a little bit 

about pollinators look at this 

cool bee drawn by Aurora of 

Ms. Carter's 4th grade. I really 

love the details of this 

drawing, great job Aurora. 

 

Evan of Ms. Bohlland's 2nd 

grade drew something that I 

really wouldn't want to find 

in my shoe!  

 

Image 5: The May 2016 newsletter sent to teachers 
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DISCUSSION 
The evaluation results demonstrated significant impacts on student content knowledge critical 

thinking and sustained engagement in science.  Positive learning outcomes were demonstrated 

through the pre-post tests used both during the workshops and the ladybug activity of the 

classroom visits.  Teacher questionnaires confirmed the learning impacts and also provided 

information on the duration of impacts. The questionnaires also indicated that each workshop 

station played an important role in the education and content acquisition of their students. The 

butterfly station received low marks in terms of increasing student focus, but was far and away 

the most requested activity and most prevalent in student drawings. The majority of teachers 

(93.75%) reported that the butterfly station is the one that most supports what they teach in class. 

The butterfly activity is the only one that is evaluated as a separate component from the station to 

which it belongs and little content is planned for this activity as it has a focus on allowing 

students to enjoy, explore, and ask questions as they interact with live butterflies. Since little 

content is planned, this may indicate that teachers themselves focus on the strong aesthetic value 

of insects rather than content knowledge. The life cycles station is where the butterfly activity 

occurs. The majority of teachers reported that they strongly agree that this station gave students a 

better understanding of the two types of metamorphosis. The decomposer station was also 

(unofficially) a favorite of students. One teacher of the sixteen total who responded to the 

questionnaire reported this station as best supporting what they teach in class. Both years (2015 

and 2016) of the questionnaire teachers reported strong agreement (1.3 and 1.4 respectively) that 

students learn the important role that decomposers play in the recycling of material. Over the two 

years this station was given by teachers the highest marks of all other stations. Teachers also 

strongly agreed that the cricket station gave their students the ability to interpret data and use it 

to draw reasonable conclusions about the data. The diversity station and the adaptation stations 

were also viewed as highly successful in teaching students to use characteristics to categorize 

and determine adaptations.  

 

Measuring attitudes towards science was also assessed through teacher evaluations which 

strongly support the notion that students are more interested in science after going through the 

workshops. Improvements in attitudes toward science is an important metric for understanding 

impact. This is an area that could be better assessed in the future with direct assessments of 

children rather than just the program evaluation. Attitudes towards insects however was 

encouragingly noticed and measured through donated student workshop drawings of an insect 

depicting also its habitat, food, and means of protection. We used perceived values as a means of 

understanding student appreciation on some level. The majority (56.5%) of students focused 

their drawings on the aesthetic value of insects. Similarly the butterfly station of the workshop 

strongly supports this value and most likely for this reason it is viewed so highly among teachers 

and students alike.  

 

Lessons Learned 

While the different evaluation tools demonstrated positive impacts of the Insect Discovery 

Program, the results also reflect the challenges of assessing such programs, particularly when the 

targeted students are so young. Pre-posttests have been used extensively to measure teaching 

impacts and provide easily interpreted data. They can be difficult to implement, however, if the 

subjects do not read well. There are also costs associated with testing, including the use of 

already limited time and the creation of a stressful learning environment. In contrast, drawing 
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assessments are more difficult to understand, but more fun for the students. In spite of the 

interpretation challenges, we argue that they do deserve further consideration particularly for but 

not limited to evaluations of young students with limited literacy. In schools where students are 

under constant strain to pass tests or prepare for standardized tests, drawing may better capture 

student learning without contributing to stress. There is promise with the methods and metrics 

discussed here in regards to drawing assessments, but still much more to learn about this process. 

 

Post-event surveys targeting adults (in this case, teachers) are another widely utilized method 

that have similar strengths and weaknesses as pre-post tests. Motivation of subjects to fill them 

out is always a concern, and Insect Discovery had moderate response rates from teachers. 

Additional incentives to complete the surveys may be explored.  Given the long-term association 

of some teachers with the program, more in-depth (but not lengthy) evaluation of how the 

program affects teachers over time might provide new insights into long-term program impacts. 

 

Conducting oral pre-post tests in which students raise their hands, a requirement given students’ 

limited literacy, is flawed because students are influenced by their peers. Other response methods 

have been attempted to reduce this risk. A previous attempt used small signs that allowed 

students to display “yes,” “no,” or “I don’t know.” This seemed to be confusing and/or 

distracting to the children. Another attempt utilized three cups each with one of the responses 

printed on it, the students were given one bead for every question we were asking. After asking 

the question the cups were taken around to each student to place their bead in either the yes, no, 

or I don’t know cup. This was also problematic as beads ended up in mouths, on the floor, or in 

pockets. Despite its shortcomings and based on observation, raising hands seemed the most 

practical approach. Another untested option that has been suggested is the use of “thumbs up,” 

“thumbs down.” These difficulties are fairly typical of working with young children. Regardless 

of the method used it is likely shortcomings will be persistent. 

 

The drawing assessments also showed how easily young students can be influenced.  Students 

were sometimes confused by the first part of the Entomologist in the Classroom visit where we 

discuss the three body parts of insects and make a very simple almost ant-like drawing on the 

board which shows very distinct head, thorax and abdomen. When looking at the ladybeetle 

these three parts are not as easily distinguished. The first time I came to this conclusion was after 

watching a teacher incorrectly draw an example of what the students’ observational drawings 

should look like on the whiteboard at the front of the room. The students almost mechanically 

began copying the teacher’s poor representation of a ladybeetle. In an effort to correct this 

possible misunderstanding I began to draw a beetle on the board at the beginning of the visit and 

point out that a clear division between the head, thorax, and abdomen is not always visible. 

There is no evidence of a positive effect, as students continued to produce confused drawings. 

Throughout the fall 2015 classroom visit season, I continually made minor adjustments to my 

delivery to improve student understanding. These minor changes may have influenced results 

slightly, but based upon my observations, these changes had little to no effect overall. 

 

Improving response rates of teacher evaluations is also a topic of concern. As discussed before 

many of the teachers come back to the program year after year. As such it should be fairly simple 

to rely on this friendly relationship to gain a better response rate. One way to do this is to send 

personalized emails to the teachers asking them to participate in the evaluation rather than simply 
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using the mass mailing ability of on-line services. Since responses are anonymous it is very 

difficult to offer participation incentives, though probably not impossible. Funding to provide 

incentives may also be a hurdle.  

 

Each of the evaluations conducted for the Insect Discovery program contributed to the 

knowledge gained as to its success in providing impactful activities and content for the 

betterment of student scientific literacy and their relationships with insects. Overall teacher 

evaluations provided the most comprehensive information and also highlight areas that need 

attention. Teachers are an extremely important component to the success of the program and the 

best metric for assessing its value.  
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Appendix A 
UA Insect Discovery Program 

Workshop Stations 

 

I. Butterfly cage/Insect lifecycles Station 

 

Goals of this activity: 

 to stimulate scientific curiosity,  

 to refine the children’s observational skills,  

 to create an emotional connection to the animals, 

 to develop or reinforce understanding of insect lifecycles.   

 

Logistics  - There will be 4 to 7 kids in the group.  Divide the group into two sub-groups.  One 

sub-group goes in the butterfly cage first.  The other sub-group will observe various life stages of 

crickets and mealworms, and then participate in a group activity where life stages are identified 

for insects that undergo simple and complex metamorphosis.   

 

Activity A - Butterfly Cage (10 minutes): 

 

Set the tone.  Tell the kids that science works by 1) observation, 2) forming questions, and then 

3) answering those questions.  Tell them that today, they are going to be scientists.  They will 

observe the butterflies in the cage and either draw what they see or write down something they 

see the butterflies doing. Explain that the kids should not try to touch the butterflies, but if they 

are lucky, one might touch them.  

 

Hand each child a clipboard and paper, then enter the cage and sit on the floor.  If the kids seem 

restless or unsure of what to do, try to direct their attention to the feeders, or the lights.  Reiterate 

the importance of not grabbing at the butterflies.  Usually there is enough time for each child to 

ask questions, observe and draw or write.  Guide their observations by asking leading questions 

(How many butterflies do you see?  Are they all the same?)  If you like, gently catch a butterfly 

and place it on the top of each child’s hand (palm down so they don’t grab it.)  Painted lady 

butterflies are most docile and good for holding.  You can try to get one to feed and point out its 

proboscis. 

 

Assessing whether the goals were met: 

 stimulate scientific curiosity – did the kids ask questions? 

 to refine the children’s observational skills – did the kids point out observations 

 to create an emotional connection to the animals – are the kids able to hold still and show 

appreciation/affection for the butterflies? 

 

Activity B – Insect lifecycles (10 minutes): 

 

Sit at the table near the butterfly tent and introduce yourself to the students.  Have ready two 

separate habitats with as many life stages as possible for crickets and darkling beetles 

(mealworms) respectively.  The wall behind you should have diagrams of both simple 
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(incomplete) and complex (complete) metamorphosis.  Have available the butterfly 

metamorphosis activity cards. 

 

Introduce the students to the live animals; ask the students if they recognize the animals, and if 

not explain that one habitat contains crickets while the other contains beetles and mealworms. 

Guide the students in observing the different life stages of each animal:   

-Begin by asking the students to observe the physical characteristics. 

-What differences do they see between small and large crickets? 

-The beetle habitat contains both beetles and mealworms, are these the same animal? Are there 

large and small mealworms?  

 

Explain that young insects go through a lot of changes in their bodies as they grow up into 

adults.  Use the lifecycle diagrams on the wall to explain the physical differences in the life 

stages.  Show that some insects, like crickets, go through very gradual changes as they grow into 

adults; usually in their size and in their wing development.  Each time they go through these 

gradual changes, they molt; meaning they shed their smaller exoskeleton as they develop a new 

larger form.  Other insects, like beetles and butterflies, go through very complex changes in their 

bodies as they grow into adults.  These insects go through a special life stage called a pupa.  

During the pupal stage, insects are able to completely change their body shape, as well as form 

wings.  Once an insect becomes an adult they no longer go through body changes. 

 

Simple metamorphosis:  Egg – Larva (Nymph) – Adult  

 Complex metamorphosis:  Egg – Larva – Pupa – Adult  

 

Reinforce the names given to the different insect life stages; all insects begin as an egg and end 

as an adult.  Ask the students to help you put the butterfly metamorphosis cards in order.  Can 

they name the different life stages in the activity cards? 

 

Assessing whether the goals were met: 

 to develop or reinforce understanding of insect lifecycles – were the kids able to organize 

the butterfly cards correctly?   

 

Further inquiry:  Guide students in thinking about how the different types of metamorphosis may 

provide advantages or disadvantages (in terms of food choices, habitat, surviving harsh 

conditions, etc.) 
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II. Cricket Experiment Station 

 

Goals of this activity: 

 to introduce students to the process of scientific experimentation, 

 to empower students to trust their own powers of scientific reasoning. 

 

Set the tone – Place the cage of crickets in front of the kids and give them some time to just 

observe the crickets.  You can point out juvenile versus adult crickets as well as male versus 

female crickets.  After the kids have gotten to know the crickets a bit, you can present the 

activity in one of several ways.  One way is to explain that you have a bunch of crickets (pets?) 

that you want to feed, but you don’t know what they like to eat.  Ask the students to help you 

figure it out.  Another approach is to ask the students what their favorite foods are. Then ask 

what foods they might expect the crickets to like 

 

ACTIVITY: 

Show the kids the four food choices you have available.  Have the kids make a prediction as to 

which of the foods crickets will like best.   

 

The next step is to design an experiment to test the prediction.  Ask the kids how they would do 

that.  Guide them towards a choice test – they place different food choices in the cage and see 

how many crickets visit each food over a short space of time.   For simplicity, we have used the 

rule that each time a cricket approaches and starts eating counts as 1 visit, even if the same 

cricket visits repeatedly.  Have each student (or pair of students) within a group act as a scientist 

responsible for observing and keeping track of comings and goings to each food. Give each 

scientist a sheet of paper for making tally marks (explain how to observe and make tally marks!)  

 

After placing the foods in the container, students can observe the crickets for several minutes and 

make tally marks every time a cricket approaches the particular food and starts eating.  At the 

end of five minutes (or whatever time seems appropriate), they can count up their tally marks.  

Remind the students that this is not a game with winners and losers – this is real science and the 

important thing is to count accurately, not to get the most crickets. 

 

The students will graph their results.  Plot how many crickets were on each food type at the end 

of five minutes. 

 

Wrap up - Are there any conclusions we can draw about what kinds of foods crickets prefer?  

Do all crickets appear to like the same things?  One possible discussion is generalists versus 

specialists — some animals eat many foods and some eat just one or two kinds (because of 

habitat, specialization in characters, etc.)  Another discussion could be about the process of 

science.  Compare your group’s graph to the graphs of other groups.  Are the results always the 

same?  Is one experiment sufficient to prove something?  

 

Assessing whether the goals were met: 

 to introduce students to the process of scientific experimentation – were students 

able to interpret the graph and propose a logical conclusion? 
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 to empower students to trust their own powers of scientific reasoning – were 

students able to think of other experiments they could do? 
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III. Adaptation Station  

 

Goal of activity 

 To give students an understanding of the concept of adaptation.   

 To introduce the concept (but not the term) of natural selection.   

 

PART 1 Scorpion, Vinegaroon, Death-Feigning Beetle Adaptations 

Direct the students’ attention to the animal. Ask the students what special features the animal has 

on its or behaviors they observe that could help the animal catch food or escape predators.  

Introduce them to the word adaptation.   

 

PART 2 Camouflage Game 

Start by giving everyone a little hand-sanitizer, as we may be eating something.  Do NOT start 

explaining about camouflage.  Instead, tell the kids they are going to play a game in which they 

pretend to be birds eating insects to learn how adaptations develop.  They must use only one 

hand (like a bird beak), and gather as many ‘insects’ (M&Ms) as they can in 5 seconds.  They 

can hold the insects, but can’t eat them yet.  Take the lid off the M&M box and let them start 

picking up the M&M’s.  You may need to adjust the time a little depending on the kids’ speed.  

You may also have to restrain them from using both hands.  When the time is up, close the box 

and have the kids show what they found.  Ideally, they will have collected more of the 

contrasting color M&Ms and fewer camouflaged ones (Sometimes it helps to cheat and set the 

boxes up with more contrasting colors!!)  After counting up the M&Ms, the children can eat the 

ones they collected.  Once the game is finished, discuss why it was easier to find the contrasting 

color M&Ms.  Try to move them beyond the literal world of M&Ms to the world of insects – if 

you are using the brown background box, discuss what natural habitats might be brown.  Use the 

word adaptation again and get across the idea that particular insects are adapted to particular 

environments.   

 

PART 3 Camouflaged Insect Pictures 

There is a set of large photos of camouflaged insects.  Ask the kids to find the insect(s) in each 

picture.  This can take more or less time, depending on how sharp-eyed the kids are.   

 

Wrap-up – Bring the scorpion or other animal back and challenge the kids to look for additional 

adaptations they may not have noticed the first time. 

 

Assessing whether the goals were met: 

 To give students an understanding of the concept of adaptation – can they describe 

other (non-camouflage related) adaptions of themselves or other animals? 

 To introduce the concept (but not the term) of natural selection – when debriefing the 

M&M game, can the students predict what would happen to the brightly colored 

M&M bugs over the long term (extinction)? 
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IV. Decomposer Station 

 

Goals of the activity: 

 To introduce the role of decomposer organisms in the environment. 

 To form an emotional connection with an insect many people find scary or 

disgusting (cockroaches!) 

 To observe and appreciate decomposer animals.  

 

Set the tone: 

Have the children sit on the floor in a circle around the decomposer box (keep the lid on this box 

until it is time for activity B).  

 

Activity A:  

Introduce the children to the roaches. Give the children a little background information- these are 

tropical roaches from the island of Madagascar, near Africa. These are not pests, do not sting or 

bite and are kind of cuddly. Take out only one roach at a time and be sure to use the roach’s 

name when introducing them to the children. First allow the kids to pet the roach (with one 

finger, one person at a time). They can hold the roach but make sure that their hands are over the 

decomposer box. Finally, explain to the children that roaches are decomposers.  

 

Activity B: 

Ask the children what roaches eat (or maybe one will ask you that question). Hold up the bucket 

of dead leaves and food scraps. Ask the children to identify what is in the bucket and ask them if 

they know how all the stuff in the bucket eventually becomes soil. Encourage a wide range of 

responses. Explain to the children that cockroaches and other animals eat this stuff and turn it 

into soil. Hold up the word Decomposer, read the word with the children and explain that insects 

that eat dead stuff are known as decomposers and discuss why that’s a good thing. What grows 

in soil?  

  

Explain that we are going to meet a bunch of different insects and other animals that are also 

decomposers, just like the roaches. Show the card of the possible organisms in the decomposer 

box. Pass out a spoon and plate to each child. Open the lid to the decomposer box and allow the 

children to gently search around for the different animals, using the plates to hold the animals (or 

the kids can just cuddle them gently in their hands- but the mealworms tend to nip), and 

identifying the different creatures.  For most children this will be a sort of scavenger hunt, which 

is fine, but try to keep the mood gentle and respectful – we are visiting these creatures in their 

home and we are watching what they do. Pay special attention to the millipedes – the kids (and 

even parents!) can be rough on them.  Give the children about 10 minutes to explore, as there are 

many creatures in the box. 

 

Wrap-up 

Review with the students what all these organisms are doing- decomposing dead plant and 

animal material, and why decomposers are important.  You can also discuss what sorts of places 

these animals might be found. 
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Assessing whether the goals were met: 

 To introduce the role of decomposer organisms in the environment – do the kids 

remember the word?   

 To form an emotional connection with an insect many people find scary or 

disgusting (cockroaches!) – will they touch or hold it?  Do fearful children appear 

to become more relaxed? 

 To observe and appreciate decomposer animals - Can the children connect 

feeding damage to the dead plants to the decomposer organisms? 

 

Decomposer animal info: 

Sowbugs (wood lice) are small land arthropods.  They are related to insects, but are actually 

crustaceans like shrimp.  They have fourteen legs and breathe through gills. Because of the gills, 

woodlice need water in the air around them. They are decomposers and feed on dead plant 

material.  They do not roll up when startled.   

 

Pillbugs or roly-polies are also wood lice.  The only difference between pillbugs and sowbugs is 

pillbugs can roll up into a ball when in danger. In such position, their hard shell faces out, 

protecting the softer parts of the body.  This is a nice adaptation to point out.  Both kinds of 

wood lice are very common in Tucson and can be found under any moist object, like a potted 

plant. 

 

Mealworms are larvae of darkling beetles. Like many beetle larvae, they live underground, 

feeding on dead plants and animals. They have six legs and two antennae and will molt 

anywhere from 9-20 times as it grows. It then enters the pupa stage lasting from 2-3 weeks up to 

9 months. The pupa does not eat and seems inactive but it is transforming itself into an adult. The 

pupa is white initially then darkens just before the beetle emerges. The darkling beetles are one 

of the most common members of the beetle community. Darkling beetles feed on dead plants but 

also will eat fresh plant material. They prefer walking to flying. Many darkling beetles have a 

very interesting defense mechanism. If disturbed, they assume a head down and tail up position, 

and if handled roughly, they emit a dark-colored, foul-smelling. The children may already know 

about mealworms from raising them in the classroom. The ones we have here are different and 

much larger species. 

 

Millipedes are not insects, but arthropods in the group Diplopoda. Millipede means 1000 legs, 

although most don’t have that many. They have 2 pairs of legs (total of 4 per body segment).  

They grow additional segments will each molt, but most have several hundred legs when full 

grown.   Millipedes generally live in the leaf litter zone or burrow into the top soil but some 

specialize in living under the bark on dead trees or else in rotten wood.  They are important 

decomposers in many habitats, in fact in some tropical areas they are of more importance than 

earthworms. They cannot bite or sting, but if you really frighten it, it can release a defensive 

liquid that can stain or irritate the skin. 

The snails are members of the gastropod class and they eat leaves, dead plant matter and fungus. 

The snail moves via its muscular foot and produces two different types of mucus to aid in its 

movement. They have shells that provide protection and a place to retreat during a dry spell. 

When rain moistens its immediate environment, the snails come out of their shells and resume 

their task of eating dead plant material, bark and young plant shoots. 
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Appendix B 
2015 Insect Discovery Workshop Evaluation 

 
Grade:_______________ 

School: public – Title I?, private, charter,  

 
 
The following section is a reflection on each of the stations. Read each statement and rank 
on a scale of 1 to 5 how you feel each statement reflects the status of your class after 
participating in Insect Discovery.  
1= strongly disagree 
2=moderately disagree 
3=neutral 
4= moderately agree 
5= strongly agree 
 
Workshop and Classroom visit: 
Overall, have these experiences changed students’ 
attitudes, interests or skills? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Students are more interested and engaged in science.      
Students are more observant and curious.      
Students have a more positive perception of insects      
You (the teacher) have a more positive perception of 
insects  

     

 
Comment on the logistics of the program. What could be improved?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What stations reinforced the material you teach in class?  Are there other topics we should 
address? 
 
 
 
 
 
How can Insect Discovery be improved for next year?  
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Which stations did your students do? (Check each) 
Butterflies 
and Lifecycles 

Adaptation Crickets Decomposers Diversity New 
station 

      
 
Below are questions about the specific stations.  Use the same 1-5 scale, or NA if you class 
did not do that station. 
 
Decomposers 
 

1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Students better understand the role of decomposers       
Students better understand the connection between 
decomposers and soil  

      

Are there any comments, suggestions, or improvements for the station?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Butterflies & Life Cycles  
 

1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Students are able to form connections with butterflies       
Students better understand simple (incomplete) and 
complex (complete) metamorphosis 

      

Students know the order of stages in the life cycles (e.g. egg, 
larva, pupa, adult for complex metamorphosis) 

      

Are there any comments, suggestions, or improvements for the station?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Crickets 
 

1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Students better understand the scientific method       
Students were able to interpret results and come to 
reasonable conclusions about what the results indicate 

      

Students displayed strengthened reasoning skills       
Are there any comments, suggestions, or improvements for the station?  
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Diversity 
 

1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Students understand the concept of diversity       
Students understand insects are classified the same way 
(e.g. beetles or grasshoppers) although they may have 
different physical characteristics 

      

Are there any comments, suggestions, or improvements for the station?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adaptation 
 

1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Students can identify external characteristics (e.g. color, 
stinger) that help and insect survive 

      

Students understand an insect can survive in one 
environment but may not in another 

      

Students understand physical characteristics determine 
how well an animal survives in an environment  

      

Are there any comments, suggestions, or improvements for the station?  
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Insect Discovery  Workshops 2016 - Teacher Evaluation 
1.  After participating the Insect Discovery workshop, are your students more interested and 

engaged in science? 

a. Not more interested  

b. Slightly more interested  

c. moderately more interested  

d. much more interested 

 

2. How long does the increased interest in science last among your students? 

a. 1 to 2 days 

b. About one week 

c. More than one week, but less than one month 

d. More than one month 

 

3.  Which of four activity stations in the Insect Discovery workshop helped reinforce concepts or 

skills you teach in your classroom? (Check all that apply.) 

a. Butterflies and Lifecycles 

b. Cricket Experiment 

c. Decomposers 

d. Adaptation 

 

4. Did the Butterfly activity increase your students’ powers of observation and focus? 

a. Not really  

b. Slightly  

c. Moderately 

d. Significantly 

 

5. Did the Lifecycle activity improve your students’ understanding of  simple (incomplete) and 

complex (complete) metamorphosis 

a. Not really  

b. Slightly  

c. Moderately 

d. Significantly 

 

6. Did the Decomposer station teach your students’ the role of decomposers in recycling dead 

materials into soil? 

a. Not really  

b. Slightly  

c. Moderately 

d. Significantly 

7. Did the Cricket Experiment station strengthen your students’ ability to interpret data and come 

to reasonable conclusions about what the data ? 
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a. Not really  

b. Slightly  

c. Moderately 

d. Significantly 

 

8. How many of your students able identify external characteristics (e.g. color, stinger) that help 

animals survive in a particular environment after participating in the Adaptation station? 

a. A few or none of the students  

b. A small number of the students 

c. About half of the students 

d. The majority of students 

 

9. Overall, how would you rate the quality of the workshop as a learning experience for your 

students? 

a. poor 

b. fair 

c. good 

d. excellent 

 

10. Would you bring your students again? 

a. no  

b. maybe 

c. yes, definitely 

 

11. Did you also have an Insect Discovery entomologist visit your class this academic year? 

a. no  

b. yes  

 

12. The Insect Discovery website (http://www.insectdiscovery.org/) has a guide to local insects as 

well as lesson plans for teachers.  Would you use these on-line resources in your classroom? 

a. Probably not 

b. Maybe if I have time 

c. Yes definitely 

d. Yes, I already have 

 

13. Where there any problems with the workshop or things we should change to make it a better 

experience? 

14. Other comments? 

Thank you so much for bringing your students to Insect Discovery! 
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Created by Javier Miguelena Bada 

 Trap-jaw ant
 Odontomachus clarus

Start here 

two 

yes 

no 

 High-noon  ant
 Forelius sp.

Go to the 
next page 

Who is that ant? 

Simplified identification key to the ants of southern Arizona 

Carpenter ant 

Camponotus sp. 

Photo: M. Brummermann 
Pyramid ant 

Dorymyrmex sp. 

Photo: K. Schaefer 

one 

yes 

Black, tiny. 
Approximate 

size: 

Yellow or 
brown, small 
Approximate 

size: Dark rover ant 

Brachymyrmex patagonicus 

no 

Number  
of 

nodes 

Thorax with a 
cone shaped 

spine? 

Size and 
color 

yes 

long  
mandibles? 

no, thorax  with 2 
sections/bumps  

Back of the 
thorax 

rounded? 
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Leaf-cutter ant 

Acromyrmex versicolor 

Southern fire ant 

Solenopsis xyloni 

Little black ant 

Monomorium sp. 

no 

Harvester ant 

Pogonomyrmex sp. 
Winnow ant 

Aphaenogaster cockerelli 

4 pairs 

no 

Big-headed ant 

Pheidole sp. 

1 pair 

Small to medium, 
red or red and 

black mix. Workers 
of different sizes in 
the same colony: 

Continue  
here 

(2 node ants) 

Spines on 
the thorax? 

yes 

Number of 
spines on 
the thorax 

Tiny, shiny 
black. 

Approx. size: 

Size and  
color 

Large. Approx. 
Approx. sizes: 

yes 

Small to medium 
(depending on the 

species). Larger 
workers (soldiers) 

present. Sizes: 

Size 

Long hairs 
under the 

head 
(“beard”)? 

 1  2
 4 3

 1
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      Appendix D 

   

   QUICK GUIDE TO THE MAJOR INSECT ORDERS 
 

  ODONATA Dragonflies & Damselflies  BLATTODEA Roaches  

  ‘Toothed flies’, enormous eyes   ‘Avoiding light’, head under thorax 

  Wings: 2 pairs: do not fold over back  Wings: 2 pairs, leathery 

  Juveniles - aquatic    Juveniles – like adults but wingless 

       

  MANTODEA Mantids    PHASMATODEA Stick insects 

  ‘Like a prophet’, grabbing front legs  ‘Like a ghost’, stick-like body  

  Wings – 2 pairs, pleated over back  Wings: 2 pairs (males), females  

  Juveniles – like adults but wingless  wingless 

 Juveniles – like adults but wingless  

 

  ORTHOPTERA Grasshoppers & Crickets DERMAPTERA Earwigs 

  ‘Straight wings’, jumping hind legs  ‘Leathery wings’, pincer tails 

  Wings: 2 pairs, folded over back  Wings: 2 pairs, short, tough 

  Juveniles – like adults but wingless  Juveniles – like adults but wingless 

           

  HEMIPTERA True bugs 

   ‘Half wings’, sucking mouthparts 

  Wings: Variable – ‘true bugs’ - 2 pairs, forming X or colored line (ex. Kissing bug); OR 2 pairs 

  wings colored or clear held straight over back (ex. Cicada) OR wingless (ex. Scale insect) 

  Juveniles – like adults but wingless 

         

  

  NEUROPTERA Antlions & lacewings  COLEOPTERA Beetles 

  ‘Nerve wings’, net like wings   ‘Hard wings’, hard shell 

  Wings: 2 pairs lots of veins, tent-like  Wings: 2 pairs, front wings hardened 

                Juveniles – long & flat, BIG mandibles  Juveniles – 

 variable: grub-like or worm-like 

      

  DIPTERA Flies     LEPIDOPTERA Butterflies & moths 

  ‘Two wings’      ‘Scaley wings’ 

  Wings: 1 pair only     Wings: 2 pairs with colored scales 

  Juveniles – maggots    Juveniles - caterpillars 

  

  

  HYMENTOPERA Bees, wasps, ants & sawflies 

  ‘Membrane wings’, wasp waist & stingers 

  Wings:  2 pairs, except most ants (wingless) 

  Juveniles – maggot or grub-like 
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Figure 2: Side one 
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Figure 3: Side two 

 


